
 

 
Bhavan’sAtmakuri Rama Rao School 

Road No. 45 (End), Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad – 500 033 

CLASS: XII HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 

Subject: Accountancy  

 

1. Solveall illustrations and practical questions of the following 

chapters. 

(TS Grewal) 

� Fundamental of Partnership  

� Valuation of Goodwill 

� Admission of a Partner  

2. Read the lessons from TS Grewal Book and prepare notes. 

Subject: Economics  

 

1. Solve all illustrations and practical questions- Chapter National 

Income and related aggregates ( Any Refresher course) 

2. Read first 5 lessons of Indian Economic Development NCERT 

textbook and prepare notes. 

3. Choose a project topic from the syllabus sent and collect 

information related to it. 

Subject: Business Studies  

1. Learn and write all questions of the following chapters : 

(NCERT) 

� Nature and Significance of Management  

� Consumer Protection  

2. Complete the given Worksheets. 

3. Choose a project topic from the syllabus sent and collect 

information related to it. 

 

Subject: Artificial Intelligence  

 

1. Answer the question bank on A4-sheets and submit on 12.07.23. 

2. Project Work: (A4-sheets) 

A. Prepare an introduction about your AI project 

B. Describe your role and contributions as a team member of your project. 

     

Subject: English  

 

 *Hellbound -Affects of War*  

 

1. Wars have drastic impact on civilians in varying degree. 

                  Write an essay describing the Affects of War on the emotional, 

physical and  educational front citing  down  a minimum of 3  

examples from real  life. (situations). 

 

Add an interesting cover page incorporating your artistic skills. 

 



   2.Write about the Poets listed in your text covering following points  for each  

 

Period the poet belong to: 

Major  Works: (Also mention the poemfromyour text ) 

Awards received : 

Known for: 

Other poets who belonged to the same period : 

 

Please remember marks will be added in your Sub enrichment. 

Use your time effectively. 

 

Subject: Mathematics  

 

Mathematics Holiday HW consists of two parts; Part A & Part B.  

Part A - activities and Part B -Class XII topics.  

Part A:  

        Following record activities(Posted in the Google class room)  

need to be done neatly and colorfully  in the record book.  

Follow the given instructions carefully and use the  

required material (not just drawing it) . 

 

Activity No.  

2  

3  

5 

7 

9  

15 

20  

21  

26  

27  

 

           Your activity should contain:  

✔ Name of the topic  

✔ Objective  

✔ Materials required  

✔ Method of Construction  

✔ Demonstration  

✔ Observation  

✔ Application/remark  

Part B:  

 Complete the 

 Chapter-3 (Matrices) 

 Chapter-4  (Determinants) worksheets in HW book 

_________________ 


